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NEWS
WHAT MORE
DO
YOU WANT?

Vol. 44.

Pacific

By Nance Blackburn
For the thirteenth year, Pro
fessors Bawden and Jonte, along
with a staff of guest specialists
and slave drivers, will lead the
students of Stockton College and
College of the Pacific and any
other idle wanderers onto, into,
through and out of the Death
Valley region.
Starting April 9 through the
16th, footprints and tire tracks
will be seen from Mono Craters
to Hoover Dam. People will be
sleeping under the stars, eating
well-balanced meals plus sand,
scratching mosquito bites, and
meeting new bugs, people, and
animals in the romantic moon
light.
Plus the above mentioned op
portunities, the ambitious traveler
will visit many points of interest
and on the way earn college cred
it while sharing these experiences
with the fellow followers.
On the morning of April 9th all
"The Red Cross College Unit of
local "hot rods" and "bugs" are Activities" is presenting an even
asked to meet in front of Weber ing of movies March 23, Wednes
Hall. Last minute instructions day night, at 7:30 in the College
are given and discussed and all Conservatory. A combination of
those who fear the rough adven "Rose Bowl Pictures," "Sport
ture ahead are kindly asked to Thrills of '48," and "Life In
chicken out or get lost.
Hands," will provide the evening's
The picture featured with this entertainment. A donation of
article is supposed to give you a twenty-five cents will entitle a
brief idea of what the student ex student to the Red Cross event.
plorer, his buddies and car look Contributions may be made in
like while on the trip . . . the pic the Alumnae Office, at the Stu
ture is a direct resemblance . . . dent Union, or at the conserva
minus Don Dragoo.
tory Wednesday night.
The places visited on the first
A final report of the Red Cross
day aren't too far from Stockton, fund drive, conducted last week
so if you do get homesick, there's on campus, has been compiled,
still a chance of turning back. disclosing, as of Monday, a total
But once the second day has of $186 contributed by the college
started you're sunk! Can you students.
imagine yourself walking back or
Ken Culver, president of the
hitch-hiking from Red Rock Can
college unit wishes to thank all
yon?
who contributed, and especially
As the days follow (and they
who cooperated in the collection
usually do) the expedition drags
of funds, and also the campus
through the Panamint Valley,
houses which gave one hundred
Rhyolite Ghost Town, Hoover
percent.
Dam, Furnace Creek, Mono Cra
Those who participated in the
ter, Conway Summit and Echo
drive
collection were: Mary MaySummit Pass.
This trip has terrific advan nard, Martha Little, Joan Greg
tages for the "hard-up" girl. En ory, Barbara Fraiser, Don Hardy,
gagements have resulted during Jim Bennett, Dick Limb, Hank
recent tours of the valley region. Lazorini, Skip D'Onofrio, Phylis
Can you imagine anything more Finch, Roy Peterson, Jack Ross,
romantic than the Old Harmony George Sagle, Bob Murry, Les
Borax Works, Zabriskie Point Abbott, Verl Collins, Kathy Batton, Beverly Wilson, Barbara
and Owen's Valley?????
Lindhorst,
and Larry Binagham.
Any student, teacher, or out
Living groups which contribu
sider who desires to spend a dif
ferent vacation and gain know ted one hundred percent were:
ledge, experience, romance and Zeta Phi, Tau Kappa, Alpha Theta
have fun at the same time should Tau, Epsilon, Omega Phi, and
sign up" with Dr. Jonte in Weber Manor Hall. All donations from
the college will go into the gen
Hall as soon as possible.
eral fund for San Joaquin County.

College Red Cross Unit
To Present Movies

March 20, 3 p.m., the conserva
tory trio, Mr. Horace I. Brown,
violin; Mr. Alex Einert Brown,
cello; and Mr. Edward Shadbolt,
piano, will present a program fea
turing works by Beethoven,
Rachmaninoff, and Mary Bowling.
Miss Bowling is a piano instruc
tor at the College of the Pacific.
The performance will be held in
the conservatory auditorium. No
admission will be charged.

PUSSY WILLOWS
-»
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ANNUALMTffERN CALIFORNIA
SPEECH TOURNEY TAKES PLACE
ON CAMPUS TODAY. TOMORROW
Pacific campus will be the center for the 11th Annual Northern
California High School Speech Tournament taking place today and
tomorrow when it will host representatives of high schools from
San Francisco, Fresno, and other northern California schools from
Santa Rosa, Oakland, Sacramento, Tracy, Escalon, Hanford, Madera,
Manteca, Turlock, Ripon and Lodi.
—• Individual events will consist of
oratory, extemporaneous, dramat
Chest X-rays*Giren
ic declamation, humorous declam
ation, oratorical declamation, and
Free to S.C. &
radio speaking. The first and sec
Free chest X-rays will be of ond-place winners in each event
fered to the SC and COP campus are entered in the state contest
March 21 to 24 to all students, taking place in Fresno, April 1.
teachers, and college personnel, Winner at the state tournament
as announced by Dr. Walter proceeds to the national contest.
Knox, head of the Physical Edu
Charles M. Guss, C.O.P. debate
cation Department.
coach, announced that John FaFollowing is the schedule and
nucchi would take charge of the
locations of the truck here at the individual events with the excep
college.
tion of radio speaking, which will
Stockton Junior College—10 A. M. be handled by John Crabbe. Two
—5 P. M.—March 21.
trophies are on hand for presenta
Near Gym—8 A. M.—3 P.M.— tion to the winning debate team
March 22.
and to the school with the best
College of the Pacific—10 A. M.— record in individual events. Last
5 P. M.—March 23.
year's winners were St. Bridgid
In front of gym—8 A. M.—3 P. M. School of San Francisco and San
—March 24.
ta Rosa High School.
"If every adult in the commun
While in the Senior Division,
ity would have a chest X-ray ex
amination within a short period plans are being completed for at
of time, most of the unknown tendance at the Pi Kappa Delta
cases of active tuberculosis Tournament in Redlands March
would be discovered," said Dr. 24th to the 26th. This is the coun
Knox. "It may strike anywhere. terpart to the tournament held
We can render a fine service to here at C.O.P. last year. C.O.P. al
our fellow citizens by stimulating ternates with Redlands annually
throughout our community, par as host to the contest.
Guss and Fanucchi will direct
ticipation in the chest X-ray pro
the squad of three women and
gram."
nine men.
Teams attending the debate
FINAL SALES FOR THE NAR- rounds are McConnell and Miller,
ANJADO WILL
BE
H E L D Stockes and Pederson, Mull and
Nicolaysen, Riggs and Kincaid,
MARCH 28 TO APRIL 1 IN THE Blakely and Barrett, and Meyer
FSA OFFICE FROM 8 A.M. TO and Merdinger. The ultimate hon
or from this series of debates is
4 P. M.
also of a national character.

C.O.P.

PENCIL PROBLEM
COMES TO POINT
The problem of finding a pen
cil sharpener when you want
one will be somewhat lightened
in the near future with the in
stallation of several new sharp
eners about the campus.
Don Martin and Bob MeConnell, co-chairman of the Student
Affairs Commission, request that
students^ when sharpening pen
cils, take their pencils and leave
the sharpeners.
Although the new sharpeners
to be placed in the Ad. Building,
possibly in the Quonsets and in
Weber Hall have as yet not been
installed, the location of the pres
ent ones are as follows: Weber
Hall—scattered in rooms all over
the buildings, Administration
building—Dean Betz's office, Ow
en Hall—Two in reading room,
Bannister Hall—one at the foot
of the main stairs, and Library
—one upstairs and one down
stairs.

Violators Summoned Up
Before Student Court

NOTICE FROM DEAN'S OFFICE

Any change of address by stu
dents in either SC or COP should
be reported to the Dean's offices
immediately.
This is so the registrar's of
fices, business offices, and gui
dance offices can reach you with
any important information which
you might otherwise miss.
GET YOUR 'CAMPUS' MAGA
ZINE — ON SALE NOW IN.
F.S.A. OFFICE.

AND

RED-BREAST ROBINS

C. 0. P. — S. C., STOCKTON, CALIFORNIA

BAWDEN-JONTE DRIVE STUDENTS TO
DEATH VALLEY APRIL 9 THROUGH 16

Conservatory Trio
Appears March 20

WEATHER

The College of Pacific-Stockton College cafeteria was
subjected to some damage yesterday morning as a small
but serious fire swept through the kitchen area while the
noonday meal was being prepared.
The fire, caused by an over-heated stove, broke out
at 9:53 A.M. and Stockton City firemen were on the scene
at 10:04 to fight the blaze. The main kitchen stove was
burned and the flue which draws the fumes from the area
was in flames.

The recently organized traffic
control has- summoned many stu
dents to appear before the stu
dent court in the two weeks that
it has functioned.
An unusual case before the
court on its meeting of March 9
was that of a Unit 1 student
caught changing the figures on
his lunch check in the End Zone.
This was not the first case of the
type, but the first that has been
discovered since the formation of
the traffic court. Action was tak
en on this student by the Court
with recommendations from Thor
Romer and Dean Garlington.
Other defendents were sub
poenaed for reckless driving, traf
fic and parking violations, and
smoking. The fines of the perse
cuted are donated to the Stockton
College Library Fund.
Any student of Stockton Col
lege or College of the Pacific is
under the jurisdiction of the traf
fic control while on south cam
pus and must abide by its regu
lations regarding traffic and
smoking.

.Ail
i
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Survey Shows Teachers DARKROOM DEVELOPED FOR PHOTO GLASS
CERF SAYS FUTURE HUMOR WILL BE Decide In Soph. Year

WARMER AND MORE NOSTALGIC

"Why College Students Choose
To Teach" was the title of the re
cent survey directed by Dean J.
The era of the wisecrack is coming to its finis. In its place
Marc Jantzen of the College of
a warmer, more nostalgic is intruding which has as its subject
Pacific School of Education and
the ordinary American scene. So said Mr. Bennett Cerf in his
chairman of the Committee on
lecture March 10 in Pacific's conservatory.
Teacher Recruitment of Xi Field
Mr. Cerf, noted humorist and*
Chapter of Phi Delta Kappa.
walking personification of "Joe the existing programs or books
Thrs professional educational
Miller," thinks the day of the in it likes best and the information
sult which draws laughter at the is used as a pattern for future fraternity, is attempting to make
an inquiry concerning the reasons
expense of another is drawing to
books and pprograms.
This,
.
iugiamo.
A l i u s , he
nc
why college students now enrolled
a close. The trend, he said, is said, is why the modern historic
in teacher-education courses have
most noticeable in books such as j type novel is so prolific. As long
"Life With Father," "Life With as they sell, they will continue to chosen to enter the teaching pro
fession.
Mother," etc.
be printed.
Dean Harlen Adams of Chico
In a talk which veered from
Mr. Cerf, who is also a pub
television to the childish faux pas lisher and author, began his lec State College, and Dr. Steven
of a lecturing Kathleen Windsor turing career during the last war Walker of Sacramento State Col
(author of Forever Amber), Mr. as part of a campaign to boost lege were committee members
Photography Students in the Art Class, 140, located in the
Cerf led his audience through a morale on the homefront. It working with Dean Jantzen.
comfortable hour and a half of came as a surprise in many circles Dean Jantzen gave the commit Food Processing Building. From left to right are Mark Insko, Jack
pleasant and, infrequently, ve to learn that the public was in tee's report to the chapter last Atwater, Joel Dardis and Willard Cotton.
hement talk.
_
^
Photo by Dave Lee
terested in seeing and hearing Saturday night in Sacramento.
Below are the results for the
He did not say how soon we authors as well as movie stars.
With the plan to require a pho
College of Pacific students:
might expect the new trend in
tography course as a pre-requlsIt was during one of these war
humor to affect radio. Com
The majority of women stu
ite for production students in
time tours that Miss Windsor,
menting on the radio comedian
dents
who took the inquiry de
Audio-Visual Training, the Art
piqued at being introduced as the
whose script calls for a half hour
Department of the College of the
author of "Forever Under," cided upon the teaching profes
of insults pointed at his nose, his
Pacific is pioneering its curriculocked herself in her hotel room. sion during their sophomore year
At
an
organization
meeting
toupee, or his parsimonious na
After much pleading on the part of college as did the majority of held Wednesday night, the Aqua ium this semester with a photogture, Mr. Cerf said that they as
of Mr. Cerf and Mr. Carl Van men. Of seventeen questions tic club made plans for the 1949 raphy class under the guidance
well as magazine and book pub- i
Doren, she agreed to come out asked the students, the majority version of the Aquacade and ap of Assistant Professor Earl J.
lishers wait upon the public opin
stated they had chosen teaching
Washburn.
and make up.
pointed committees.
ion poll.
because of their special interest
The course in photography of
In one of his asides, Mr. Cerf in dealing with children and/or
Zoe Ann Olson of Olympic
The public is asked which of
fered
for two units is designed
sympathized with young potential
young people. The second main fame will be present. Tenta for beginners. Lectures on the
newspaper writers. Because of
tive
plans
were
discussed
to
have
reason was that teaching offered
.various cameras, their accessor
the mass consolidation of news
a reasonable assurance of an ade Fred Tiola, Ralph Sala, Margaret ies, and their use, lighting, expo
papers, "power-drunk" columnists
Hayes,
Patty
Elsener
and
Barbara
quate income and also because of
sure, developing and printing will
such as Walter Winchell and
the life-long opportunity to con Jenson appear. The theme will in be given with emphasis on com
Westbrook Peglar were taking tinue to learn.
carnate a page out of "Arabian
position and design.
the opportunities away from
Nights".
During
the
46-47
school
year
a
young writers who should be do
S A L E
Temporarily located in the
Helen Hall, faculty advisor, is
ing the same job on a local scale. similar study was made to see being assisted by student direc Food Processor's Building is a
why young men and women chose
When Mr. Cerf allowed that to teach. The present committee tor Fred Chinchiolo. Long Tom darkroom provided by the col
WHITE STAG
the pun has a permanent and used a check list of sixteen state Shumacher is to be stage and lege. Lectures are given in the
Art Building which adjoins that
legitimate
place in the scheme of ments of possible factors which prop director.
JACKETS
of the Food Processor's. Both
things, Doctors Farley and Eise- might have influenced the stu
The Aquatic Club is sponsor-1 buildings are north of the Radio
len sighed happily.
dents to choose teaching as a pro ing a dance in the COP gym fol Station.
WOMEN'S
fession.
lowing the National JC swimming
Accompanied with the zeal for
meet which is to be held in Oak
Reg. $13.95
NOW $ 9.95
pioneering, ten students have
Park Pool.
Chance to Become
registered with Mr. Washburn;
The whole cast of the aquacade
they are Jack Atwater, R. S. BurForeign
Student
MEN'S
is being outfitted through the
Your F.S.A. Card good
dette, Willard Cotton, Robert
Foreign Student Exchange will courtesy of the Brown House on Crete, Joel Dardis, Mark Insko,
Reg. 16.95
NOW 14.95
for 20% discount on all
be the subject of Monday eve Pacific Avenue.
Reg. 11.95
David Lee, Sanford Moberly, Cy
NOW 9.45
nings IRC meeting in Anderson
ril Owens, and Frank Wolfe.
watches, diamonds and
Y". This will be the first large
The "shutterbugs" promise out
attempt on campus to start such
jewelry purchased at
Wilson Ski Boots
standing photographs of land
a movement.
scapes, characters, industries,
The club has made plans to
Reg. 11.95
NOW
7.95
'Tonight at 8:30," a group of commercial products, fashions, in
show the student body just how plays by Noel Coward, will be
Reg. 14.95
NOW 12.50
this might be arranged with a presented by the Stockton Com teriors, and three experiments
Reg. 18.95
NOW 14.95
902 DON BURTON BLDG.
minimum of trouble to everyone. munity Players tonight, tomorrow with a paper negative, a shot
Also on tap Monday will be in night, and March 26 in the Weber such as in the newspapers, and a
Any watch cleaned, re
formation on your chances of be School Auditorium. A special per night scene.
'Photography," said Mr. Wash
ing
an exchange student and an formance will be held March 25
HARDWARE ¥35 COMPANY
paired and overhauled
opportunity to meet all the for in the new Elmwood School thea burn, "can be a definite art form.
Weber and America
With the proper practice and at
eign students on campus.
tre.
$5.50
tention to directions, fundamen
In the near future, a radio pro
The Players will feature "Still tals, technique, and pictorial
gram is planned to be presented
Life,"
"Red
Peppers,"
and composition as aims in the pho
over KAEO and KCVN.
'Fumed Oak'" from the nine-play tography course, the Art Depart
I N S T O C K !
group. Donna Zailian and Robert ment may be gratified at the close
A Complete Line of:
Holmes have been assigned the of the semester when the best
DEVOE ARTISTS COLOR-IN-OIL
leading roles in "Still Life."
prints developed by the students
^'p(1
DEVOE ARTISTS WATERCOLORS
"Red Peppers," an interlude of will be presented in an exhibi
pgEr
WINSOR NEWTON ARTISTS BRUSHES'
music featuring several of Noel tion."
— See Us For Your Paint - Wallpaper —
Mary Dunhill
Coward's best songs will star
Jeanne Cooper and Ernie Voana- LOAN POSSIBLE FOR MEN
Colognes
Lipsticks
sek.
WORKING FOR MASTER'S
230 W. Harding Way ( N e a r P a c i f i c )
Phone 3-7947
Heading the cast in "Fumed
Men students who are working
Walter's House
Oak" are Helen Scott, Layne
toward a Master's degree may se
Fields,
Gordon
Jacobs,
and
Doro
of Gifts
cure a loan of $1,000 to enable
thy Martin.
them to continue their studies.
: 2119 Pacific Ave. Phone 2-2112
The play is directed by Leslie
Administered by the Bank of
Abbott.
America, the loans come from
the Jake Gimbel Scholarship
loan fund. For further informa
LEARN TO DRIVE
tion, see Dean Betz.
BY PIERCE WHEELER

Coming Aquacade
Will Feature
Zoe Olson

SKI

SAVE 20%

Tonight at 8:30'
Begins Tonight

SMITH'S

TURNER

Personalized . . .

THE PABGO PAINT STORE

THE END ZONE...

Your On-Campus Refreshment Center
•

Conveniently Located in the Student Union Building —

IN A DUAL
CONTROLLED CAR

—We call for you at the Campus or your Residence-

ACME DRIVING SCHOOL
P H O N E . 9 - 9 9 9 6

GIFTS

SILVER

M. Friedberger & Co.
339 E. MAIN ST.
WATCHES

DIAMONDS
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TOM CLARK, '47 SENIOR PRESIDENT
JUST MARRIED TO BERKELEY GIRL

Candy Tells of Troth
At Zeta Phi Meeting

Page Three

Dolores Rico and
Lauren Monroe

COP Seniors
Engaged

Zqja Phi house meeting was the
setting for the engagement an
nouncement of Jo Gardella who
sent the time-honored and fami
liar five-pound box of candy to
signify her engaged state. Clay
ton Passalacqua of San Francisco
p the prospective bridegroom .
The box of candy was found on
the front steps with a note telling
of the arrival of a balloon vendor.
Jeannine Cattrone was the vendor
and her balloons were decorated
to appear like colorful cupids, two
of which carried a white satin
streamer bearing the names of
the couple.
Miss Gardella is a Stockton Col
lege graduate now majoring in
elementary education. She is
junior in College of the Pacific.
Mr. Passalacqua graduated
from San Francisco schools and
DOLORES RICO
MARILYNN HORRALL
served in the Navy for four years
MB. AND MBS. THOMAS CLAEKE
By Bob's Studio
Dolores
Rico
announced
her
The
wedding
date
is
set
for
Colbourn Studio, Oakland, Calif.
June
llth
and
wil1
n/r
j n/r
t—>
c^
take place at engagement to Lauren "Laurie"
February 24, at an Alpha Theta
Thomas William Clark, gradu oft Mr
and Mrs. David Spowart st Mary,s Catholic chut4.
Monroe when she passed the tra Tau dinner, a box of candy was
ate of the College of the Pacific of Berkeley.
ditional five-pound box of candy
Attending the bride were Lil
and 1947 Senior Class President,
to her Tau Kappa sorority sis passed which announced the en
Chapel
Calendar
lian
Sterneberg,
maid
of
honor;
ters, March 10, at a house meet gagement of Marilynn Horrall to
recently took as his bride Jeanne
John Kaye.
ing and dinner.
Louise Spowart, graduate of St. Mary Poole and Bernadette Clark MAECH 20
(sister of the groom), brides.,
. _T
_
_
. . Alpha Kappa Phi will sponsor
Joseph's Presentation Academy
The betrothed couple are both
Dolores, daughter of Mr. and
and Providence College of Nurs maids and Nancy Lee Spowart Dr John w-ck B(}wman w£q wm Mrs. Manuel Rico of Tracy, is a seniors at Pacific who will grad
(cousin of the bride), flower girl. speak on "Our Insufficiencies."
ing, in a ceremony held at the St.
sophomore in Stockton College uate in June.
Robert Clark, brother of the
Dr. Bowman, New Testament who plans to get her elementary
Augustine's Catholic Church.
Miss Horrall, an education magroom, acted as his best man.
The benedict is the son of Mr. Ushers were Robert Bolton and instructor at San Anselmo Pres credential before getting married. j0r, is an Alpha Theta Tau memibyterian Seminary, was born in She participates in the A.W.S. ber. Her parents are Mr. and Mrs.
and Mrs. Albert Clark of Pied David Spowart, brother of the
India while his parents were and Orchesis, is the treasurer of Brice B. Horral of Vallejo.
mont, and the bride, the daughter bride.
serving as missionaries to that T.K.K., and is the president of
Mr. Kaye, a Rhizite, is a busi
country.
Alpha Gamma Sigma, honorary
ness administration major and
He
is
the
author
of
"The
In
|« oman vespers will tention of Jesus" and some of his society.
the son of Mrs. Mary Kaye of
While at Pacific, Laurie, son of Oakland.
works have been selections in re
Mr. and Mrs. M. C. Monroe of
The sixth Morris Chapel Organ ligious book clubs.
There is no definite wedding
Tracy,
was active in basketball
Zeta Phi's informal pledge ini Vespers for the semester will be
date.
and
baseball.
At
present
he
is
MARCH
22
tiation was held Monday evening given at 4:30 Sunday afternoon.
Reverend Ronald Meredith of under contract to the Stockton
March 14. The Pledge class con
The following numbers will be
Ports Baseball Club.
A. W. S. NOMINATIONS
sisted of Mary Ann Collett, Greta presented: Toccata and Fugue in the First Methodist Church of
Nominations for candidates to
F
re
no
Wl1
guest
s
eaker
Peterson, Shirley Edgar,' Betty 1 D Minor by Bach, Elegie by Flor . ®
'
P
FROSH GIRLS "Y"
at
Morris
Chapel.
hold
offices in the Associated Wo
Kingston, Delia Gonzalez, Gloria j Peeters, Suite on Gregorian Melo
|
The
Stockton
College
Mixed
men
Students for next semester
Cunningham, Marilyn Graff is, jdies by Maleningreau, Romance,
The trip to the "Y" 's cabin at.
Glee Club, under the direction of
are
now
Hogan Dam which was scheduled j
°Pen*
Susan Walters, and Elizabeth i from Concerto in D Minor by WiePenn.
niawski, Bell Prelude by Joseph Mr' David Lawson' wil1 Provide for this weekend has been post-1 Nominations must be into the
s ecia musicponed. A new date is being1 Dean's office by Monday, March
Previous Rush events were an Clokey, Legende by Louis Vierne, P
and
Toccata
on
"O
Filii
et
Filae"
planned.
j 28.
afternoon informal tea held on
REMEMBER BAGGER'S
Sunday, February 27, and an in by Farnam.
REUNION
Ellen Fallgatter will be the vioformal social called "Hawaiian
Sunday, March 20
Holiday" held on Thursday, linist and Edward Perry, organist.
at 7 p.m.
March 3. The latter function ex- (
at Anderson Y
tended Hawaiian hospitality by Raitt To Be Honored
— Dinner 50c —
means of Hawaiian flowers and
Fun and Fellowship free
y2 OFF ON COLUMBIA (Shellac)
food sent from the islands, and By Reception Thurs.
Sign up at Anderson Y Now!
musical renditions presented by
A reception honoring John
ALBUMS AND CLASSICAL SINGLES
the girls. The Zeta Phi's wore Raitt has been planned by the and Mrs. Robert Burns.
Hawaiian attire.
Co-chairmen for the affair are
concert committee of the college.
Culminating the rush events, a To be held in the Anderson "Y" ; Doris Blum and Earl Collins,
pledge dance will be held in the immediately after the concert, Publicity agents are Don Kent,
2301 Pacific Avenue
Telephone 2-3553
Empire room of the Clark hotel, the community promotion has Buzz Kramer, Art Farley, and
Saturday March 26 with music by been in the hands of Mrs. Bissell DeMarcus Brown.
The Counts of Rhythm.

Zeta Phi Holds Informal
Pledge Initiation Mon.

RECORD

SALE

OTTO SON WILL

N ARAN J ADOS WILL BE ON SALE
FOR THE LAST TIME MARCH 28
TO APRIL 1 FROM 8 TO 4 IN THE
FSA OFFICE.
SPECIAL ORDERS FOR
PASTRY GOODS . . .

Place your order early for
special banquets, coffee clubs
or bridge party needs. Meticu
lous attention is given.

$

DUBOIS
CLEANER'S
Pacific Avenue
Branch
3212 PACIFIC AVE.

(Next to Thor's)

S/3<5/3<5/3-

Cakes - Pastry - Delicatessen
1910 Pacific Ave.

Ph. 6-6324

• Oar Cakes Are Made With
Swans Down Cake Floor •

C A S H

a n d

$

$

S A V E

UNFINISHED
FURNITURE
NEW - STARTLING

-€/3

-e/3
•€/3

-e/3

•€/3
BEAUTIFUL - MODERN
HOLLYWOOD BED SETS
H5/3
e* STUDENTS DESKS - BOOK CASES
CHESTS - WORK TABLES
<5/3
COFFEE TABLES
^
KITCHEN CABINETS
<5/3

Conveniently located for Students
to Save with

$

<5/3

SUNSHINE FURNITURE
HARDING

C A R R Y

OFF

-€/3
-e/s

WILSON

-e/3

— Open Nights and Sundays —

<5/3-

;

$

$

S A V E

$

$

3
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TIGERS OPEN WITH 7-3 VICTORY OVER ST. MARYS
C.O.P. Faces Broncos Tomorrow
TIGER NETHER
McWilliams Hurls Six Hitter
FACE P.S.F.
By Don Dragoo

"Old Man Weather" and Mid-:
term exams shut the door on last
weekend's scheduled C. O. P. -!
Santa Clara University tennis
match. Last Saturday, rain; last
Tuesday, mid-terms at Santa
Clara. Tomorrow, if the weather
reads its press clippings, the Ti
ger Tenniseers tangle with the4
Oakland Tennis Club in their
first match of the 1949 season.
Tuesday, March 22, will bring
the long delayed Santa Clara
team to Oak Park, and Wednes
day, March 23, takes the Tigers
to the Bay City to meet the Dons
of the University of San Fran
cisco. March 24, 25, and 26, finds.
the Tigers trading serves with
the West's best at the Northern
California Inter-collegiate Matches
in Berkeley.
OAKS STRONG

The Oakland Tennis Club will
court a strong aggregation led by
Hugh Winslow, undefeated in;
class "A" competition last year,
and Fred Hellman, former C.O.P. i
great. The Oaks are figured to
give the Tigers a rough after
noon since both Hank Pfister and ;
Don Hamilton will be in Oakland
playing in the East Bay Invita
tional Tournament.

In a game marked by late inning showers, the College
Pacific successfully launched their 1949 baseball season last Ti
day in Moraga when they handed the St. Marys Gaels a 7 to
pasting.

PAPOOSES ADDED
TO CUB SCHEDULE

C.O.P. Hosts
Track Clinic
By Jim Gallagher

! Pacific track and field, hamI pered for three weeks by recur
ring rain, will attempt to get
started this weekend with a highschool track and field clinic, the
brainchild of Tiger cinder coach
;Earl Jackson. Meanwhile, trackImen were hoping that the rain
would hold off long enough to
permit the running of the interclass meet scheduled for yester
day and today.
HIGH SCHOOL
COACHES HERE

Stan McWilliams, who worked
rvi'<-»Lf
then ftr»t5vn
entire eight-inning
game had
the boys in green standing on
their heads, and yielded his fjrst
hit after two men were out in the
sixth inning. The big right hander was in mid-season form as he
set five batters down on strikes
and issued only one free pass
Only when the rain increased
were the Gaels able to worm
their way into the scoring col
umn. Five of their six total hits
came in the wet sixth and seventh
innings, and their scoring was
limited to one run in each of the
last three stanzas.
The Tigers moved into an early
lead when they scored two runs
on three hits in the second inning.
West's double was followed with
singles by Dietrich and Beaver.
The Pacific scoring continued
in the third inning when Jim Torvick led off with the longest hit
of the afternoon, a triple far over
the rightfielder's head. Enos ri
fled a single to score Torvick
from third, and later in the inning
reached home on a fielder's
choice.

The track and field clinic, a
novel and worthwhile idea to as
sist high school coaches and
athletes to improve form and
know-how, will begin at 2 p.m. to
morrow and last until approxi
mately five o'clock. High school
There was no more Orange and
teams from within a 50-mile ra Black scoring until McWilliams
Stan McWilliams, College of Pacific's number one chucker, is dius will be on hand for the af opened the seventh with a walk,
The Tigers will court plenty of
power against the Oaks in the pictured as he fires that old fast one across the middle. Stan pitched fair.
and was moved to second by
persons of Clint Arbuckle, Bob the Tigers to a 7-3 victory over St. Marys last Tuesday.
Handling the demonstrations Jone's sacrifice. Left-handed Son
Hall, Ted Collins, Darrell Winwill be Coach Jackson, low hur ny Adkins brought Pacific's edge
rich, and A1 Levy. Tomorrow's
dles, 440, broad jump and high to 5 runs as he pushed through a
CUBS—
match finds the Tigers in action
jump; Stockton College coach single to score McWilliams from
at 2:00 p.m.
Lose to Flyers
Boyd Thompson, sprints and re second.
lays; Ernie Leonardi, Tiger as Successive singles by Brown
BRONCOS AND DONS
Monterey Next
By Bob Whitney
sistant coach and former Michi and West in the eighth inning set
Following the Tuesday Oak
gan distance star, 880 and mile; the stage for Dietrich's second
Park match with the Broncos, Stockton College dropped a
The Stockton College nine lost
George Ker, former Pacific
the Tigers travel to meet U.S.F.
dual meet to Fullerton J.C., last their opening tilt against the weightman, shot and discus; and hit of the day. His two-base shot
in the match that may decide the
brought home the final Pacific
Mather
Field
Flyers,
12-7,
Tues
power team in Northern Califor Friday afternoon, but not their day afternoon on Knoles Field. Ray Kring, currently performing runs of the afternoon.
for the Bengals, pole vault.
nia. The Dons, led by Sam hopes of overtaking Fullerton in
Coach Hugh McWilliams was
Match and Art Larson, are rated the National Meet to be held at The Cubs revealed depth at
Pacific and Stockton College favorably impressed by the field
every
position
as
coach
Van
as one of the West Coast powers Oak Park on April 22, 23.
Sweet allowed each hopeful to athletes will be the active demon ing play exhibited by the Tigers.
in tennis ranks this year. The
strators for the clinic.
Rain in the past weeks has lim
The Cubs began the meet han take his turn on the diamond.
Dons, like the Tigers, have had
ited a good share of workout to
ONE
WEEK
REMAINS
George
Albano,
the
converted
trouble filing their seeding list dily by winning the 300 yd. med
the confines of the gym, and the
since the racketeers are continu ley with a team of Nyquist, Steb- second baseman, was especially One week remains for partici three Pacific errors, all throwing
ally knocking each other out of bins and Pace. Then Dick Cullen- impressive at short stop. Don pants from both schools to whip miscues, were far less than Jo
the No. 1 spot.
ward took the 220 yd. free style. Madden, a hold-over from last sea themselves into shape, the Tigers Babe had anticipated.
Bob
Jimenez placed second in the son, handled the initial sack with meeting the Olympic Club on
Thursday, Friday and Satur
The Tigers engage the Fair
50
yd.
free to make the running ease. Madden also knocked out March 26 in Baxter Stadium, field Army Base nine this after
day of next week finds the local
two hits, worked the Flyers' hur- while the Cubs travel to Sacra
aggregation at Berkeley compet score 13-10 in favor of the Cubs. ler for a walk and was hit by a mento for a three-way meet with noon on the Knoles Field dia
ing for honors in the Northern Giovonnini was held to a third pitched ball.
the host City College and Bakers- mond. A previously rained out
California Inter-Collegiate match place in the diving. Pace came Catcher Bob Graziani looked field J.C.
game against Santa Clara will be
es. This event is one of the lar back to win the 100 yd. free and good holding the swift stuff
played tomorrow afternoon in
Tiger sprint strength was hard the Bronco home field, Washing
ger tennis invitationals on the Nyquist took second in the 150 thrown by hurlers Jack Sandman
coast, and annually draws the yd. back stroke to make the score and Sym Wilson. The mound hit with the news that Bobby ton Park.
best in tennis from north to read 22-28 in favor of Fullerton. staff appears to be rounding into Heck, 9.5 hundred man, was def
initely out for the season with a
south.
Dick Cullenward came thru shape despite the inclement badly injured knee. Upon the Gym Tearn Shows
with a new conference record in weather.
shoulders of footballers Don
Coach Van Sweet feels that his Hardy and A1 Smith will fall the Well in South
winning the 440-yd free, but Jon
Stebbins lost by inches to Polte, free substitution has accomplished main burden in the short dis
Last Saturday at San Diego the
National J.C. 200 yd. breast stroke much toward fielding a smooth tances, with hurdler Don Brooks
COP Gymnastic team competed in
champion. Then Fullerton out club for this season. Team spirit on hand to lend assistance.
Barring any unforseen precipi did themselves by establishing a is high and the Cubs appear
their last meet of the season, a
Duane Putnam, burly shotputtation by "King Rain" the Stock new pool record of 3:42.8 in the anxious to better their league po
CCAA affair.
ter, has Coach Jackson smiling
ton College tennis team should 400 yd. relay. The final score: sition over last year.
Coach Szyper's four contestants
with his rapid improvement, and
launch their season against San 45-30.
Stockton College travels to will definitely be something to ably represented Pacific. Don
Mateo here this weekend.
Monterey this week-end to play
reckon with in intercollegiate Adams and Malen Stroh received
This afternoon Coach Bill AntThe Cubs have had three match tila is transporting a major por a double header with the Lobos. competition this season.
medals for taking first place in
SCHEDULE
es rained out this season, and tion of his team to the Olympic
the doubles balancing event. Hal
(home games)
MASON IN SPOTLIGHT
Coach Mason feels that his boys Club in San Francisco where the
Kuttner, exhibiting greatly im
April 2—S.F.C.C.
may be falling a little behind the
On the junior college front, proved style, grabbed second
PAA 220 yd. free, 220 yd. breast,
Rayce Mason, long-striding mid place in tumbling. A third place
rest of the league because of lack 150 yd. back, and the 3 meter April 9—Modesto
April 19—Menlo
of competition.
dle distance runner, remains in in both the parallel bars and fly
diving championships are being
April 26—Sacramento
the spotlight with some sterling ing rings events was taken by
Led by Don Jacobus the Cubs held.
May 7—Hartnell
,
time trials. Doug "Snark" Smith Malen Stroh. Millard Stroh placed
are favored over San Mateo, al
(Away
from
home)
is skimming the high hurdles in in the free exercise.
though little is known of the San
The only major change being the March 19—Monterey
rare form, while Ben Waller
Cal Poly, San Diego, San Jose,
Mateo squad.
inclusion of Haley in the first March 22—Sacramento
shows rapid improvement in the Fresno and COP participated in
Jacobus will be backed by Fer four. Haley defeated Lou Wentzel
March 26—San Mateo
lows.
the meet. The Tigers hope to
guson, Tucker and Haley, second, in a challenge round last Tuesday
April 23—Menlo
Added to the Stockton College take these conference adversaries
third and fourth, respectively. afternoon.
May 3—Mather Field
(Continued on Page 5)
in to camp come next season.

TANKMEN IN S.F. FOR
P.A.A. SWIM FEST

STOCKTON NET TEAM
MEETS SAN DIEGO

I nri ana

Page Five
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Phil—Ins

AIRS BASEBALL

By Guthrie

JOHNSON WINS
Ken Johnson, who was College of the Pacific's only entrant
in the CCAA wrestling tourney at San Diego last week end, came
home with a championship buckle and the 175-pound division
crown. San Diego State, host at the meeting, was the tournament
victor.
GAME AT GRAPE BOWL
Now that its official that USF is out of the running for the
opening night spot in Kezar, the COP athletic department is lining
up the September 17 date for the Lodi Grape Bowl.
The Lodi stadium, with its newly enlarged seating capacity, will
probably draw an overflow crowd for the Bengal's inaugural con
test of the season, which is more than could have been expected
in the yawning chasm which is Kezar.

W.A.A. GAGERS MIGHTY ROUGH
If any of you absolutely sane
students have entered the gym
during the past week and landed
on your nose because of hair and
finger nails strewn across the
floor, sue the Women's Athletic
Association. They're responsible
for the basketball tournament
which was held in the gym this
week.
After the brawl, they served
two cakes to mend the broken
bones and shattered nerves. Cake
number one was topped with
tasty frosting that read, Congrat
ulations, Zeta Phi! Seems that
Zeta Phi won the W.A.A. Intra
mural Basketball Perpetual Tro
phy. Cake number two was
topped with a large W.A.A.
Led by Lois "Lanky" Lenfest,
Velma "Battles" Barnett, and El-

Watch This Corner
NORMAN McINTOSH •
>rv
will be given*

FREE!

to the student picked from
Directory — YOU may be
NEXT!

u4.music

•Must be claimed within week

1 U4(fafviH
1

2001 Pacific Avenue

lie "Smear 'em" Smernes, the
Campus Co-eds wrapped up the
feature game of the year last
Tuesday when they bobbed the
Faculty Ferns 19 to 13. "Lanky,"
"Battles," and "Smear 'em" each
tanked four points. "Helen of
Troy" Hall tanked nine points for
the humbled Ferns, and the en
tire student force of the W.A.A.
immediately d e m a n d e d "A"
grades for the rest of the year.

OMEGA PHI WINS INTRAMURALS
ARCHANIA TAXES B LEAGUE

Long live the Champs! The Omega Phi A's and the Archania
B teams now wear the crowns of the intramural league.
* The Omega Phi team played off
their long standing tie with the
College Hotshots and after a
C.O.P. S.C. SPORT EVENTS
strongly contested game finally
Today- -C.O.P. vs. U. Calif — Golf here—1 p.m.
subdued them to the tune of 34C.O.P. vs Fairfield Air Base—Baseball here
32. It wasn't easily done, how
CO.P. and S.C. swimming in P.A.A. meet —
ever, as the Hotshots really put
Olympic Club.
up a battle.
The score was tied eight or
Sat. — C.O.P. vs. San Francisco State—Golf here 9 a.m.
nine times during the game and
C.O.P. vs. Oakland Tennis Club, here
the outcome was in doubt all the
S.C. vs. San Mateo—Tennis, here.
way. Werner Strauss sank two
C.O.P. vs. Santa Clara—Baseball, there.
free throws just before the halfS.C. vs. Monterey—Baseball, there
time whistle to tie it up at 19 all.
C.O.P. Ski Team at Donner Summit
With forty-five seconds to go,
Tues.— S.C. vs. Sacramento C.—Baseball, there.
John McCandless sank a twentyWed. — C.O.P. vs. U.S.F.—Tennis, there.
five footer to clinch it for Omega
March 24-26—C.O.P. and S.C. in N.C.I. Tennis at
Phi.
Berkeley.
This game was a knock down,
drag out battle all the way, and
if it looked like a football game,
it was because there was a lot of
rivalry built up between the two
teams.
High point man for the game
The College of Pacific golf
The Donner Trail Association was John McCandless of Omega
team will have a busy weekend
when it plays host to the Univer last week extended invitations to Phi with seventeen points. Werner
sity of California this afternoon the Delta Rhythm Boys, Pacific's Strauss was high for the losers
and San Francisco State tomor Ski Team, to compete in the In with 12 points. But there was no
row morning on the Stockton ter-Collegiate Class of their an real hero of the game, as every
member of both teams was trying
Country Club course. The Bears
nual 22-mile cross-country handi his hardest to win.
tee off at 1 p.m. and the Gators
cap from Donner Summit to Em The Archania B's won their
at 9 a.m.
In the first meeting of the two igrant Gap tomorrow. Elton tie with Tapa Hafa Keg the easy
teams the Bears wielded potent Murphy, Bob McMahon, Edy Kau- way—by forfeit. Their team
clubs to humble the Tigers 22-5. pila, Roger Wickman, and Bob boasted the number one and the
Since then the Bengals have Wilson will carry the Orange number three point getters in the
come along fast under the tute and Black against many of the B league. Ken Berridge was far
lage of coach Larry Seimering to top collegiate skiers on the coast. and away th top scorer in either
rack up victories over St. Marys The 2-mile cross-country race league with a total of 128 points,
an average of 18.3 per game.
and Modesto J.C.
presents a grueling test for all
Next to him was Bill Sanford
Choosing starting assignments
competitors as the trail runs over' 0f C&D with 67 and Pete Chalis becoming increasingly difficult
some of the roughest country in mers of Archania with 62.
as each week of play goes by.
the American River area. While The top scorers in the A league
Only Bud Troyer and Andy Blos
most of the run is either level or [are Eachus, Ball and Chain, 67;
som are assured of positions.
down hill; many gullies and cliffs Ernie Marcopolis, Omega Phi,
Wayne Hardin and Pat O'Hara will be encountered along the
with 57; and Don Mitchler,
have been pushing Vanoose, Beck way.
Shmoos,
53.
ham, Solomon, and Shepherd con
Bob Wilson, who placed second
sistently for competitive spots.
BIG WEEK IN SPORTS
Troyers win over Don Schwab, in the cross-country event at the
Cal's number one man, and his Pacific Coast Inter-Collegiate Ski The week of April 18 looks like
stalemate with A1 Nelson, the Union Meet at Yosemite last the big one as far as the Spring
Gael's kingpin, brand him as one week, received a fine letter from sports schedules are concerned.
of the best collegiate prospects in the Yosemite Winter Club and Thursday of that week the Tiger
the state. Blossom has also been his second place medal. The linksmen will host the San Jose
posting victories to make the Ti whole team has been invited back golfers at the Stockton Country
to any future meets and the Yo Club, and that week end will also
gers the team to beat.
semite Club extended congratula find the COP track team vyeing
tions and thanks for the Delta with the Spartan cindermen.
Rhythm Boys fine showing.
On the 22nd the Santa Barbara
(Continued from Page 4)
Not to be outdone by the foot baseball team will invade Stock
ball team, the Delta Rhythm Boys ton to tangle with the Bengal
schedule this week was a meet
are rating space in the San Fran tossers on Knoles Field. The cli
with the Stanford Frosh on April
cisco Chronicle Sporting Green max will be the N.J.C. Swimming
16. Although the Cubs figure to
and the San Francisco Examiner. finals at Oak Park on the 22nd.
take a heavy drubbing from the
Cardlets, Coach Thompson fig
ures the meet will provide his
team with a good tuneup for the
sectionals a week later.

It looks like old man Pluvius and his Grecian cohorts on Mt.
Olympus have concocted a conspiracy against the various coaches
of COP's athletic teams.
Up to last Tuesday, the rain had washed out three scheduled
baseball contests and coach McWilliams was singing the blues
because the Bengal tossers hadn't been able to get any infield
practice for fifteen days.
Earl Jackson's track charges are having their troubles, too.!
The cindermen hadn't been able to conduct an extended out-door
work-out for two weeks.
The Tiger Tennis team, guided by coach Shoffner, had one
match rained out, and still hadn't completed the round-robin to
determine team seedings by Tuesday morning.
Chris Kjeldsen is the only mentor who doesn't seem to have
any worries concerning the weather. His splashers seem to be
pretty well acclimated to the dampness.
If the down-pour that has saturated this valley during the
past fortnight continues at its already established pace, every
athlete in school will be on a swimming team, whether he bran
dishes a tennis racket or swings a bat.
It could develop into quite an interesting situation with left
fielders free-styling after long fly balls, and high pumpers com
pleting half-gainers as they fall into the swirling pool of water
that once was a sawdust pit.
LOTS OF PRACTICE
Although College of the Pacific's spring practice isn't scheduled
to begin until April 24, several Tiger gridmen already are pre
paring for the fall season.
Twice a week, Ed LeBaron, Pacific's Little All-American, is
working with Doug Scovil, a new aspirant to the signal-calling slot.
Scovil, a former backfield man for Lowell during his high school
days in San Francisco, handled the end chores on last year's
Stockton College aggregation.
According to LeBaron, Doug possesses all the natural attri
butes which are necessary in the quaterbacking trade, and with
practice he should develop into a very adequate ball handler.

Radio station KAEO, campus
station for COP will broadcast
all the home night games of
the College of the Pacific
Baseball aggregation.

Rear, Gator Golfers
At Gauntry Giub

Skiers Compete
At Donner

MGRE TRACK-

MEN—GET YOUR MATE AND
YOUR TICKET FOR ENTRANCE
TO EMERALD ISLE ON MARCH PATRONIZE OUR ADVERTIS
ERS.
19th.

HOW LOUD CAN YOU GET??

ARROW SHIRTS

"CHALK STRIPES" AS FEATURED IN
MARCH ESQUIRE. (Spread collar with
French cuffs). Blue, Green, Brown

$3.65

SHORT SLEEVE SHIRTS
IN THE BOLDEST PATTERNS YET

$3.95 up
See—ED LeBARON, Our Campus Representative

tk«

FOR BETTER THINGS TO WEAR IT'S

u^xford ihop
m t n •!»• IOVI

1718 Pacific Aye.
FREE OFF STREET PARKING

I

Dial 2-3202
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Touch of Ireland
Comes to C.O.P.
Gym Tomorrow
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GREEN-EYED GIRL
COMES TO C.O.P.

STREET DANCES PLANNED

Dr. A. Woodall Three Big Events Top
Previews Newly Mardi Gras Weekend
Published Song

C.O.P.'s rally committee, headed
by Pete Davanis, plans to hold a
Inviting the audience to sit on
The music of Ted Herman main stage circling the actors, street dance as soon as the wea
Tentative plans for the io,n
drifting from Emerald Isle will the Studio Theatre will open a ther permits.
edition of the College of Pa ,9
provide atmosphere tomorrow theatre in the round production
Mardi Gras present three ?C
No definite date has been set,
night for the AWS formal prel of THE GIRL WITH GREEN
By
SUE
THOMSON
events
for the big weekend r
but if it turns out successfully,
ude to spring. With Irish green EYES.
Hodson,
1949 Mardi Gras chair"
To
a
small
gathering
of
his
the rally people hope to continue
and shamrocks predominating,
man, released additional info,
This is the fourth play in the
journalism
students
in
Anderson
a series of open-air dances for
the gym, glorified by the influ
ma_
current studio series represent
Hall music room last week, Dr. tion last week.
ence of St. Patrick's Day, will be
the
rest
of
the
semester.
ing American Drama and stands
Allen E. Woodall gave a preview
Thursday, May 19, win featurp
the scene of the formal dance.
as an outstanding example of the
The committee has also dis of the newly published song, "I an hour-long assembly Derin®
Bids at $1.50 a couple are on work of Clyde Fitch at the turn
Went for a Walk in the Meadow," during which the queen candf
sale at the FSA this afternoon of the century. Directed by Bill cussed the possibility of night which he and his wife wrote.
dates will be introduced The
swimming
in
the
C.O.P.
pool.
and will also be sold at the door. Glaves, THE GIRL WITH GREEN
Humming the melody himself
Dancing will be from nine to one. EYES represents the drama of Nothing definite has been de and accompanied at the piano by sembly is being planned alonv
fashion parade ideas.
AWS initiates a new idea this human character possessed by veloped.
one of his students, Dr. Woodall
Friday, May 26, will see the
year by presenting its annual one absorbing vice, in this case
showed what can result in a downtown Mardi Gras parade
formal near St. Patrick's Day in jealousy.
family hobby. Having written After the parade the entire cam
stead of in the customary late
several books on verse, it was pus, all the living groups, the
Mary Rhodes plays the pos
Combination of Southern Dem almost second nature that he
spring. Thus it will not interfere sessed woman of the title oppo
nl m tl and S°rority houses
with the Mardi Gras and the site Bob Parr as her distracted ocrats and Republicans in Senate he should write the lyrics to his
will hold open house.
many other activities of the late husband. These two are support threatens entire Truman legisla wife's melody. Bill Thatcher, a
season.
Saturday, May 21, locates the
ed by studio players Jane Ellen tive program . . . Lewis calls former C.O.P. student, copied the
Chairman of the dance Joyce Haskell, Hall Shermin, Francis strike of coal workers in protest notes down as Mrs. Woodall festivities in the Stockton Civic
"unsafe" mining condi played them and arranged the Auditorium for the crowning 0f
Brooks eagerly remarked when Lane, Gene Tiscornia, Bettie Gall,
interviewed, "If the student body John Poulos, Jane Wheeler, Pat I tions . . . Bernard Shaw approves tune in the form that it now ap the queen and the gala Mardi
Gras Dance.
is as enthusiastic about "Emer Lawler, Carolyn Howard, Lonni Marshall plan . . . Cost of living pears.
index
still
up,
employment
down
ald Isle" as the girls on the com Swihra, Larry Bercheid, Jocelyn
Impressed by the event, one of
• • • Prices fall only on luxury the journalism students sug the song will retire before I do."
mittee have been, I'm sure it will Brome and Paul Yeregge.
items, expensive electrical ap
be a huge success."
"I Went for a Walk in the
The show plays March 23rd, pliances, etc . . . Medical insur gested, "You can retire on the
25th, and 26th. Tickets may be ance legislation meets bitter op money you make on the song." Meadow," published by the Wri
Patronize Our Advertisers!
After a moment of consideration ter's Press of Stockton, is only
reserved at the theatre box of- position from lobby groups .
Dr. Woodall replied, "More likely one of the numerous pieces lying
around the Woodall home, but it
was chosen expressly for the
popular appeal that it may have.

Week's Headlines

ORIGINAL

ORIGINAL

ATTENTION! !
Junior or Senior
College of Pacific
Students
WHO NEED

EXTRA FUNDS
Can Profit by Taking Orders for
AVON

COSMETICS

•
For Appointment Call
MRS. REEVES — 3-0502

'

DAD /

THAT'S JUST
WHAT I WANT
FOR SCHOOL.

Standard:

featured »'»

The colors alone will keep you cool all through
summer in this trimly balanced suit-dress of
rayon Sheershan, the jacket purposely punc
tuated with triple rows of tapered flaps.
Ours Alone.

So unmistakably Mary Muffet it is, wisely worked
with inset checkerboard squares flashing at the
waist of the gored skirt, the bodice, demure
and easy-fitting. Exclusively Ours.

PoruBlej

Corona
Royal
Remington
Underwood
— EASY TERMS —

|Stockton Typewriter Go.
121 N. California St.
STOCKTON, CALIFORNIA
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UNIT I TO ELECT
KING AND QUEEN

Heads and Tales
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JOHN RAITT TO HOLD CONCERT

BY E. BORROR

John Raitt will present an allEnglish
concert Thursday, March
President Bob Wilson rifled
24, at 8:30 p.m. in the Pacific
Petitions of Unit I candidates through the agenda post-haste,
to compete for the title of King the result being that great deal
Auditorium.
Raitt will give a repeat per
and Queen of the Stockton Col was accomplished.
formance of his Soliloquy from
lege Fun Fest, Unit I's version
By Bob Huth
Carousel, and the Aria "My Name
of Pacific's Mardi Gras, are now RUNNING AMOK
It was announced that a (fe
is Figaro" from the Barber of
being accepted at the Barn.
BRAINS AND BEAUTY: One
Seville. He will first present a
The. Fun Fest will be presented male, of course) staff member of
of
the busiest gals around Radio
group of Old English songs, fol
April 1, at the Civic Auditorium. Charm Magazine would be on
Ued by a group of Russian, Quofet these days (and any
campus
the
last
two
days
of
Contestants wishing to enter
songs, and then Figaro. Follow- day-for that matter) 18 Hele*
the race must have an FSA card March and April first to present
ing the intermission he will pre 'Cummings, program manager of
and submit a petition bearing the a series of lectures through AWS.
sent a group of folk songs, and KCVN. Doing a job that would
names of 15 student body mem Her visit will be climaxed by a
then a group of contemporary put most guys in a psycho ward,
bers to the dean's office as soon dance to be given by the FSA at
songs, concluding with the "Ca Helen schedules all the programs
as possible. The deadline for en which she will introduce a cou
rousel" soliloquy. For encores he aired on KCVN-FM. A COP grad
ple of new dance routines now
try is Wednesday, March 23.
will present songs from his shows uate in '47 in radio, the lovely
running amok in San Francisco.
The King and Queen will be Said dance is tentatively slated
"Oklahoma," "Carousel," "Mag- Miss Cummings has been with
the station since it went on the
chosen from the nominees by for Friday night, April 1st.
dalena."
air.
means of a student body election, Ben Brown, % representing the
This will be the popular sing
March 29, from 11 .to 12 at the International Relations Commit
er's second campus appearance WE FINALLY WON: If you
"Barn". The winners will be tee proposed a plan whereby all
presented by the Anderson "Y" read my efforts two issues back,
JOHN RAITT
I mentioned that KCVN was tab
crowned at the stroke of mid the existing and nebulous Inter
Center.
ulating returns of the Stockton
night on the evening of "Carou national Relations clubs could be
sel".
Recall Election, a week ago Tues
unified under the new revised
day night. The radio news class,
The chairmen of the dance Federated Students Constitution.
handling the tabulation, started
committees have been meeting to His plan has been referred to the
out a little slow at first with the
make the last minute prepara Organizations Chairman, Paul
TODAY:
6:30 p.m. Dinner of the History Foundation In
Stockton Record and KWG and
tions, and Judy Dickinson, gener Petri.
stitute, meeting later in the auditorium.
KXOB ahead in the counting—
al chairman, reminded Unit I
8:30 p.m. Studio Theatre Production.
but along about 11:30 we pulled
students that full cooperation will PAST AND FUTURE
9-12 p.m. Rhizomia Informal Dance.
ahead and were far out in front
An announcement was made
be needed to make the Fun Fest
Friday p.m. to Saturday a.m. Men's and Wo
in counting returns when the sta
for the nominations, campaign
a success.
men's Frosh "Y" cabin retreat at Hogan Dam.
tion went off the air at 1:15.
In hopes of installing this spirit speeches, voting and run-offs of
TOMORROW: 11 a.m. morning general session of the History
Much was learned from the ex
of cooperation and enthusiasm, a student officers for the year 1949Foundation Institute in the auditorium.
perience (besides the. 16 dozen
50.
Nominations
take
place
April
rally will be presented March 25
7 a.m. to 4 p.m. Pacific Arts Association,
donuts and 4 gallons of coffee
28, with the remaining events
at 11:00 in the south gym.
Northern California Section Music "C"
consumed) and next time the sta
Sign-ups for booths are still be taking place May 5, May 6 and
Building.
tion should start in front and fin
ing received and will continue May 10 respectively. Require
History Foundation Institute
ish
in front. All told, the crew
ments
for
officers
will
be
posted
until this afternoon. Twenty9-1 p.m. A.W.S. Formal Dance in the Gym.
did a good job, and also muchos
three of the expected twenty-sev soon, and there are three new
SUNDAY:
3 p.m. Faculty Recital, the Conservatory Trio
thanks to the Stockton Amateur
en booths have already been aspects to consider In the cam
in the Auditorium.
Radio job whose two-way radios
picked by various school clubs. paign. The past-and-future offi
3-5 p.m. Archania Belle Reception and Tea at
were used out in the precincts.
These concessions include such cers banquet will take place May
the house.
WE'RE IN: Three new mem
activities as penny pitching, nail 25th.
TUESDAY:
8:15 p.m. Second Senior Recital in the audi
bers were added to the honorary
President Bob Wilson also
driving, balloon games, pop-corn
torium.
radio frat, Alpha Epsilon Omiasked that complete typed reports
balls, and raviolis.
WEDNESDAY: 7-9:30 p.m. Red Cross College Unit movie fund
cron, last week—Chuck Wade,
Students' planning the Fun Fest on the activities and duties un
drive in the auditorium.
Bob Colvllle and Dick Claus.
dertaken
by
each
committee
be
ihclude Sue Billups, music; Jo
8 p.m. Studio Theatre Production "The Girl
PRACTICE MAKES PERFECT
anne Peterson, decorations; Di submitted next Monday at the
With the Green Eyes."
In order to give members of the
ane Foulkes, bids; Lucy Cardona, Senate Meeting. This is asked
THURSDAY: Morning and Afternoon Church Film Previews
only from Cabinet officers. The
radio management class practical
publicity; Felix Leos, booths.
in Religious Education building.
aims and accomplishments of
experience in station manage
8:30 p.m. John Raitt Benefit Concert (for
each committee will be utilized
ment the managerships of the
Anderson Y) in the auditorium.
in the division of duties assigned
various departments on KAEO
FRIDAY:
Church Film Previews.
are changed three times during
Orchesis will give its annual to sections in the new constitu
Kiwanis' sponsored baseball night game COP
the semester. Three people who
Spring recital the end of May. tion.
vs. Santa Clara at Oak Park.
The duties of the evening being
will make loud noises for the
The first half will consist of
8 p.m. Studio Production.
next couple of months are Sandy
dances by individuals and small dispatched, meeting was ad
SATURDAY: Afternoon and evening Volley Ball Confer
Price as Station Manager; Clare
groups, and the last half will con journed.
ence in the Gym.
Rampton — Program Manager;
sist of a complete dance drama.
8 p.m. Studio Production.
Bette Reid—Continuity Manager;
Orchesis, the performing mo C H R I S T I A N FELLOWSHIP
9-12 p.m. Zeta Phi Pledge Dance (Formal) at
and Bob McConnell as Sales Man
dern dance group of the campus, PLANS S T U D E N T PANEL
Hotel Clark Empire Room.
ager.
released the names of the new
A Capella Choir Tour till April.
|SUNDAY
Pacific Christian Fellowship
members. They are Carol Ander
ENTERTAINMENT: It was
son, Barbara B a r t h, Lucille will present a student panel
found out recently that the Mo
tions that people believe of Na tor Movies north of Stockton put
Beggs, Eslun Chin, Annabel Eva, "Christ in the Life of a Christ NATIONAL FRATERNITIES
Penny Fitzgerald, Betty Gall, Mar ian" today at 4:15 in Music B.
the 6 P.M. Dinner Concert and
tional Fraternities.
Conc'fiiding a four-week study The Southern Club met recent
the 7 o'clock news from KCVN
ilyn Graffis, Virginia Gittone,
Plans were made to invite the on P. A. system to keep their
Jane Haskell, Laveda Hunt, Bet on the book of II Timothy, this ly in the seminar room of Bannis
ty Klein, Bonnie Lewis, Eileen panel will finish the study on the ter Hall. This new campus frater Province Commander of Kappa customers happy before the mov
nity is being formed with the in Alpha to the next meeting as well ie begins around 7:15.
Norton, Mary Rhodes, Delores epistle of Paul.
Thirteen members represented tention of eventually becoming a as Dr. Tully Knoles who be
Rico, Barbara Rowley, Arlie SiePatronize our advertisers.
wart, Flora Sutherland, Carolyn PCF last week-end at Grant Un national fraternity.
longed to this house at USC.
Tanner, Jane Wheeler, Frank ion High School in North Sacra There has been strong interest
Gillette, James McCullough, and mento, where they discussed shown with the signing up of
problems concerning the differ over a hundred prospective mem
several more men.
LET'S MEET AT —
The recent activities of the ent Fellowships and took part in bers.
Kappa Alpha Order, one of the
group include a dance symposium Bible studies.
stronger fraternities, is very in
and demonstration at Stanford
University Saturday, March 5, dancers, Charles Weidnan and his terested in the possibility of com
which was led by Elizabeth Wa group; and participation in the ing to Pacific's campus.
ters of the University of New Dance Leagues Educational Pro The meeting gave most present
the inside on some misinterpretaPHONE 3-2346
Mexico; a dance concert Sunday, gram Sunday, March 20.
3 2 1 6 PACIFIC AVE.
March 13 in San Francisco of one
of Americas outstanding male
"FELLAS"
FLOWERS FOR EVERY OCCASION AT THE

SOCIAL CALENDAR

ORGHESIS

S n a p s h o t s In a Hurry?
. . . l e t us worry!
Quality DEVELOPING

PRINTS
ENLARGEMENTS

COLLEGE FLOWER SHOP

CONVENIENTLY LOCATED ON PACIFIC AVENUE
Phone 2-6550
Telephone 34952

1603 Pacific Avenue

Camera Corner
2034 PACIFIC AVE.

SCHOOL SUPPLIES - NOVELTIES - ETC.
3224 Pacific Ave.

— For All Your Photo Needs —

Harry and Miriam Gluskin

PACIFIC 5 & 10

"THE HOUSE OF PERSONAL SERVICE"
24 Hour Cleaning Service — 2 Day Laundry Service

PACIFIC MARKET

phone

3-9966

QUALITY — COURTESY
GROCERIES — MEATS — VEGETABLES
3200 Pacific Ave.
Dial 6*6136
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DUPED!

STUDENT GOVERNMENT MEETING

The Weekly has been duped!
Along about two weeks ago we were informed through
highly reliable sources that a huge, fantastic, terrific assem
bly was in the otting to climax the Safety Week on campus.
To dream up a fitting story to advertise this supposedly
fabulous program, the Weekly accused unkown parties of
MURDER in two-inch headlines. The story under the head
was even more gory as it went into deep detail of what
could happen if you ignored the responsibility each driver
has.
*
As anyone who went to that assembly knows, this
stupendous program of six speakers, who conveyed a very
vital but shop-worn message, induced sleep to approximately
99% of the audience. The result: a highly double-crossed,
sadly hoaxed student body!
The following Thursday, the really fine program was
The above is a cabinet meeting of your Student Government.
presented to rows upon rows of empty seats that not even These are the people who plan and back such activities as the
the die-hard loyalists would fill because of the deception forthcoming Mardi Gras.
of the previous venture.
A recent campus-wide poll taken by economics students
By Jerry Mullin
backed up the idea that fewer assemblies of much better
quality would draw a more numerous and appreciative
Girl With Green Eyes, the next about the Mardi Gras of New Or
audience. This poll can be recognized as the voice of the
studio theatre production will ap leans where art and artists flour
students.
pear in a unique place. It will be ish. I also learned what the vari
Now, not tomorrow or the next day, is the time for the only downstairs production ous advertising montages posted
close and careful consideration of this idea. Take a look!! to appear upstairs. The reason on their display wall were, and if
for this is that it will be present you want to know any more
J. FRANCIS and D. DRAGOO

GUYS'nGALs
By David Gerber
Last week a local fraternity
had its reputation questioned
prematurely by school authorise!
who took a private party to be
campus social function and
warned all women on campus
against it.
^"

It turned out to be a coke-and
potato-chip Haydance Party vvith
all enjoying themselves — includ
ing an administrative head who
came later in the evening .

Best performance of the year
goes to Werner Heinmann who
had his Rhizite brothers ag0g
with his station wagon exhibi
tion on amorous maneuvers, while
parked next to the house. Need
less to say the red-faced lad didn't
expect the appreciative applause...
Tomorrow the formal dance sea
son gets off to a flying start with
the Emerald Isle dance featuring
the music of Ted Herman and his
band and all the St. Patrick trim
mings you can get, begorry. Some
of the laddies thought the lassies
did the inviting 'til the little gals
used a shillelagh on the heads of
their beaus . . .
phone
2-9218
and
ask
for
Nancy.
ed using the stage as its auditor
The grease on Don Kent's el
Roaming about the city of
ium. It is a theatre in the round
production, so you can't say you Stockton, I happened to run bow is disappearing with his new
won't get a well ropnded view. across a building known as the venture of auto polishing .
By DON DRAGOO
Ision of house-mothers' hours.
(If I continue to write this kind Weber School Auditorium. Being Bring 'em Back Alive Jim PeckState
Law
requires
overtime
of
material, they threaten to al a nosey fellow (relax, Durante's ham caught four mice in one
The word-war is on again.
for all personnel who work hours low Gerber more space. No!)
is still bigger) I went in to see room in Archania . . . They're
From several locations across the
in
addition
to
their
regular
what
I could see. There amidst known as Brother Rats ...
campus the word-war against the
In my browsing around in the
Ted Furnish took his first trip
present hours for women situa straight time day. This overtime art building, I happened to run a flurry of activity were the com
tion is finally being centralized pay would, in turn, necessitate one Nancy Pelaroque, an Epsilon munity players engaged in the re to the mountains the other day
a raise in the womens' rent. Thus
hearsal of "Tonight at 8:30", and qnder the guidance of Jim Gal
in this column.
the first consideration the admin cutie, (such talk) and I tried to there happened to be a couple of lagher, Ted liked it so much he
While a large percentage of istration is forced to take up is get some information on art. In
these easily flowing words are whether or not a raise in the rent the space of an hour, I heard all familiar faces you might remem can hardly wait to go back . . .
ber. One was Ernie Vonesak, who Ask Lloyd Lundstrum about no
jumbled and do not say much, is feasible. After the rent situa
is
doing "Red Peppers" and the classes in the Ad Building and en
one very plausible idea seems to tion has been considered, other
other
is Bob Holmes, who is do joy a chortle ...
Faculty
Recital
to
be
be in the process of taking problems will arise that are too
ing
"Still
Life". Incidentally
Suzanne Yost has switched af
shape. Whether or not anything numerous to mention here.
Presented
Tuesday
somebody
told
me that they open fections from Stanford to C.O.P.
will result from this word-war,
Of course, the best approach to
tonight at 8:30.
. . . Must be our scenery — the
unless it is channeled through the
A faculty recital presenting
having
anything
done
about
this
kind that walks . . . Betty June
Associated Women Students, is
Ladies,
beware.
Bob
Nichols,
Earl P. Oliver, baritone, and Ed
Thome and Jeanne Burbank have
food for argument, but since this idea is the proper presentation
ex-Pacific
Star,
ex-employed
act
ward Shadbolt, pianist, will be
just been raised out of the peas
one idea is good, no harm will through the A.W.S. to the Dean
given March 29 in the Conserva or, and ex-desireable is searching ant class. They are now proud
of
Women.
The
second
best
is
be done if it is mentioned here.
for one of those things in bold
the direct presentation of the idea tory Auditorium at 8:15 P.M.
type. He prefers you to have owners of cars . . .
The idea: Ten-o-clock curfew to Dean Monroe by a group of
The
program
will
be
Schubert's
New angle department: Tom
green eyes. All eligible contest
for all freshmen women every interested women students.
"Die Winterreise" (Winter Jour ants bring a body-guard and Schumacher reverses "The way to
week night except one. One-oThis column is another outlet ney). The entire work is based on come to the Pacific stage next a man's heart is through his
clock curfew on one week night
stomach" theory—but good. He
Wednesday night at 8:00.
of each freshman woman's choice for your ideas and this writer a poem by Wilhelm Mueller.
cooked a dinner for the gals of
and one-o-clock curfew qn Satur will be happy to accept any alter
ations
to
the
idea
presented
here.
Zeta
Phi and now plans a barbe
day night. All other present hours
Also, any new and work
cue in the near future for the
would remain in effect.
able ideas will be aired for recog
girls. Don't throw away your
Same as above for sophomore nition in future issues of your
By TED TOOMAY home economic correspondence
women except two one-o-clock paper.
lessons yet, boys, this guy may
week nights offered for their
have something . . .
choice. For junior-senior women,
RAGGER'S REUNION
Joe Valencia's Lido is becoming
three one-o-clock week nights.
a byword with college boys who
While this is the most work SUNDAY, MARCH 20, 7 P.M.
find it a common meeting
able idea of the lot that have j
DINNER 50c
ground for guys of various living
been dreamed up, it still needs j
AT ANDERSON 'Y'
groups to affiliate with each other
alteration to fit the real needs of |
in warm congeniality flavored
the college. An extension of wo- i
FOR FUN AND
with good natured joshing and
men's hour necessitates an exten- i
FELLOWSHIP
nurtured with the comradeship of
singing songs, old and new . . .
Gal of the Week — Nancy
Baily of Freshman Hall is the
type of gal you would like to take
home to Ma, that is, if you are
the type of guy to bring home a
gal to Ma. Radiant blue eyes, set
Lillian Juanitas
in a surrounding of blonde hair,
Editor
Norm Rltter....
Business Manager
Allen Woodail, James B. 'Morrison "
are
touched off by two charming
— Faculty Advisors
dimples and a pert cleft of her
Published every Friday during the College year by the Pacific Student As
chin.
P°St 0ffiCe'
Itocktom C^Slarurd?rnthfrctmofMrarchCt3bY87^
When these ingredients are set
Doug Brodie
Associate Editor
into a chain reaction, the results
Jack Francis
News
Marvin Mnrwmtl
and Copy Editor
are a smile resembling a star
Anne McEniry
- cDra™a Editor
Felisa Caplllo
.Society Editor
atop a Christmas tree.
Ellepn Fddv
~
Feature Editor
Phil Guthrie
Stockton College Editor
Coming down to earth, we are
Ed Powell
Sports Editor
reminded that our gal is a Sociol
Jillson and Ton'l
"
Assistant Sports Editor
Ted Toomay
Photographers
ogy major, hailing from Berkeley,
Lilly Blickle
>,C£rt,?S?.l5t
Club Editor
with an eye on personnel work
after graduation.
D?aLg™jNEdTp^wBe°L HUUl' Jerry MuUln' Elli!abeth Bo™, Dave Gerber, Don
She cuts a nice figure with 5' 6"
REPORTERS—Norm Rltter, Bob Foote, Jim Gallagher, Jack Hall, Bob Jimlnez
and
a graceful 120 pounds. I
er,
KIe
an>
B?^^urn Chu?k nfide'ste'r"r 7
George Abrahamson, A1 Comaskey, Nance
Dean Stark SueTW,™ni Gordon Ingleston, Jane McBride, Janice Merrill,
could go on and on but unfor
n 11 stark, Sue Thomson, Richard Turner, George Shelby, Irene Mattos Nell
tunately there's a deadline — as
n, LI? « T
Jackie Atkin, Elaine Ralph, Marilyn Piatt R sumner
Sumner
Burdette, Jack Russell, Alice Call, Bill Sanford, Rodney La Rocque!
• "I Understand He Suffers Acutely From Gas"
is always the case — .
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